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A vertical pillar shadow epitaxy technique is introduced for fabricating coplanar striped or
cross-hatched GaAs /AlAs two-dimensional heterostructures, where the pattern area of each
individual layer can be varied in situ. An array of vertical pillars is mounted adjacent to the substrate
wafer to block epitaxial molecular flux, with shadow position determined by the azimuthal substrate
angle, and feature resolution set by source diameter. Complex planar heterostructures can be
achieved in a single epitaxial growth, such as the checkerboard of superlattices with varying period
number demonstrated here. Superlattice layers are characterized via scanning electron microscope,
and thicknesses closely match an umbra/penumbra model. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2918847�

Multilayer heterostructure devices often require local
patterning of specific layers, using special fabrication pro-
cesses such as regrowth over an etch-patterned back gate,1

selective ion implantation,2 back side gate evaporation,3 and
flip-chip bonding.4 Shadow patterning, on the other hand, has
the advantage of being an in situ growth method: a simple
obstruction in the path of the molecular beam locally modu-
lates the epitaxial growth, allowing complex structures to be
patterned into the layers during a single growth. The location
of growth is typically determined by a template in immediate
proximity to the sample, and the shadow pattern is restricted
to the exact pattern of the template.5 The technique presented
here, on the other hand, allows layer-by-layer control of the
shadow positioning by using vertical pillars and orienting the
sample at various growth angles so that the position, the
presence, or the absence of the shadow template is selectable
for each layer in situ. A spatially modulated GaAs /AlAs het-
erostructure is demonstrated that includes 12 layers of lo-
cally varied superlattice structures of period number 0, 6, or
12, characterized with a scanning electron microscope
�SEM�. This technique could simplify heterostructure device
fabrications where local modulation of a specific layer is
needed, acting as an alternate fabrication method to those
listed above in the creation of local doped and undoped
regions,5 local front- and back-gated contacts for bilayer
quantum wells,1,3 local p-doped and n-doped regions for n-p
bilayers,2 and even double quantum wells which transition to
single quantum wells is useful for realizing quantum Hall
topologies.6 The resolution of this shadow technique is dem-
onstrated for macroscopic features but the feature size could
be significantly reduced with a decreased radius of the source
flux.

To prepare this kind of shadowed heterostructure, the
first step is to cut rectangular GaAs pillars and mount them
vertically on a tantalum chuck against a back brace
also made out of tantalum �Fig. 1�. The pillar height
h=14.85 mm is limited by the vertical distance between the
tantalum chuck and the inside of the bayonnette clamp of our

transfer rod. The pillar width w of 2 mm is chosen to define
the desired shadow width. The second step is to horizontally
mount a 10 mm wide substrate piece up against the base of
the pillars, roughly to commensurate with the maximum
shadow length. The prepared sample is then inserted in an
Epi Gen II molecular beam epitaxy �MBE� chamber with
sources mounted at �=45° azimuthal intervals and �=33°
polar angle from the substrate normal �Fig. 1�, each at a
radial distance of approximately �=175 mm from the sub-
strate. During the growth, the substrate is arranged at specific
angles relative to the active column III source �Ga or Al�.
The vertical pillars then block the epitaxial molecular flux of
column III sources from incorporation in their shadow, lo-
cally modulating the growth. Note that angles are chosen
such that only the column III sources are shadowed, and the
entire sample is always in full view of the column V flux
�As�.
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FIG. 1. Position of the MBE sources with a photograph of the mounted
substrate with five vertical pillars for creating shadows. In the photograph,
the reflection of the pillars in the substrate is seen, and the base of the pillars
is identified by the horizontal support brace. h is the height, w is the width
of the pillars, and the shadows fall within 10 mm substrate. � is the azi-
muthal angle of the substrate relative to the position shown above. Sources
are located at �Ga=112.5°, �Al=202.5°, �Si=292.5°, and �As=337.5°.
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To control the shadow angle � for each layer, we will
derive the functional dependence on the substrate angle �.
The top view of the vertical pillars during shadow growth is
shown in Fig. 2�a�. Point O is the rotation axis which sits a
distance s=14 mm from the f axis where the pillars are
positioned. The subscript p indexes the shadow boundaries,
i.e., for five pillars, there are ten shadow boundaries,
p=1,2 , . . . ,10 with odd indexed left boundaries and even
indexed right boundaries. The position of the pillars fp rela-
tive to the center of the substrate spans from −19 to
+19 mm. Following the Epi Gen II convention for the rota-
tor, the rotation angle � is defined counterclockwise, as in
Fig. 1. The point Q is the projected position of the MBE
source in the plane of the substrate, located a distance
d=QO=�sin���=95 mm from the substrate center. The Car-
tesian coordinates at the base of the pillars are as follows:

xp�fp,�� = − s cos � − fp sin � , �1�

yp�fp,�� = − s sin � + fp cos � . �2�

The angle �p between QP and QO is

tan �p�fp,�� = yp�fp,��/�d + xp�fp,��� , �3�

and the shadow angle �p relative to the f-axis normal is

�p�fp,�� = �p�fp,�� − � . �4�

The shadow length is likewise an important geometric pa-
rameter for this technique. The projected length a of the
shadow perpendicular to the f axis can be shown to be inde-
pendent of fp

a��� =
�d cos � − s�h tan �

d − h tan �
, �5�

resulting in a shadow length lp for the pth shadow boundary

lp�fp,�� = a���/cos �p�fp,�� . �6�

An example of how the resulting shadows might look like is
shown in Fig. 3�a�.

We now grow a GaAs /AlAs cross-hatched superlattice
to demonstrate how two different shadow angles can pattern

multiple layers in the same heterostructure. Six layers of
GaAs /AlAs superlattice are shadowed by rotating the sub-
strate azimuth to a nominal �L=�Ga+35° or �Al+35° rela-
tive to the Ga or Al source, respectively, and then opening
the source shutter for 0.1 �m of growth per layer. This gives
the left shadows, and then the other six layers are shadowed
at nominally �R=�Ga−35° or �Al−35° which gives the right
shadows, shown in Fig. 3�a�. A contrast-enhanced photo-
graph of the top view of the shadowed GaAs /AlAs hetero-
structure is shown in Fig. 3�b�. The right shadows can be
seen, and the underlying left shadow regions are visible
within the right shadows. The shadows are slightly asymmet-
ric, indicating that the nominal azimuth is off by ��=2°. The
resulting angles �L=�Ga/Al+37° and �R=�Ga/Al−33° give
the calculated shadow positions in Fig. 3�a� in good agree-
ment with the actual shadows of Fig. 3�b�. To analyze the
layer thicknesses, three cleaves are made at A, B, and C in
the substrate at intervals d1=2.90 mm, d2=1.90 mm, and
d3=1.50 mm shown in Fig. 3�a�. The SEM cross sections
from four different positions along cleaves A and B are de-
noted I, II, III, and IV, and are shown in Fig. 3�c�. Position I
illustrates an unshadowed region meaning, all 12 layers of
the GaAs /AlAs superlattice are present. The doubly shad-
owed region is shown at position II where no superlattice
growth is evident. Single shadowed regions at positions III
and IV are taken within the left- and right-shadowed areas,
respectively, where only half of the layers are present.

The experimental thicknesses t of the six right-shadowed
�gray� and six left-shadowed �black� GaAs /AlAs layers are
plotted as a function of position with triangles in Fig. 4 for
the three different cross sections A, B, and C. The data illus-
trate that at greater distance from the pillars, the umbra re-
gions are increasingly narrow, until it vanishes when penum-
bras overlap at cross-section C. The distance between
neighboring left-or right-shadowed maxima or minima at all
cleaves is 4 mm, which shows that the template with 2 mm
pillar width +2 mm gap is being transferred to the substrate.

FIG. 2. �a� The top view of the pillars and shadow geometry. From above,
the substrate appears as a large circle centered at point O, and pillars appear
as dark rectangles, whose edges are indexed at the point P. � is the shadow
angle and � is the substrate angle. This rotation geometry is used to create
shadow regions relative to the source, projected into the plane at point Q. �b�
View of circular source area partially obscured by a pillar to calculate the
penumbra coverage parameter C���.

FIG. 3. �a� A schematic of the vertical pillars, cleave planes A, B, and C, and
four different positions along cleave A and B: I is unshadowed, II is double
shadowed, III is left shadowed, and IV is right shadowed. �b� Top view of a
photograph of the shadowed region, with left shadow lines visible within the
window of the right shadows. �c� SEM cross section at four different posi-
tions I, II, III, and IV in panel �a�. The dark bands are the AlAs layers and
the light bands are the GaAs layers and substrate.
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To understand how well the layer thicknesses match expec-
tation, we develop a quantitative penumbra model with cov-
erage parameter C��� defined for a unit circle. Figure 2�b�
shows the view of the partially obscured source as seen from
the substrate from position �x ,y�. When the source flux is
completely obscured by a pillar at ��−1, there will be no
growth C���=0, describing the so-called umbra region. �	
+1, on the other hand, designates a completely unobscured
source C���=1. In the intervening penumbra regions, the
coverage C��� describes the fraction of source flux which
remains unobscured by the pillar

C��� = 1/
�
−1

�

2�1 − �2d� . �7�

All that remains is to determine the value � for each
substrate position �x ,y� using the perspective of Fig. 2�b�
as a guideline. The crucible sources are measured to have
a circular emission area with approximate radius of R
=11 mm. From the perspective of the substrate position
�x ,y�, the left edge of the source associated with �=−1 is at
an angle

tan �− = �R − y�/�d + x� , �8�

the right edge of the source associated with �= +1 is at an
angle

tan �+ = �− R − y�/�d + x� , �9�

and the p obscuring boundaries of the pillars are at angles:

tan �p = �yp − y�/�xp − x� . �10�

For the pth pillar boundary, � then takes the value

�p�x,y� = �tan �p − tan �−�/�tan �+ − tan �−� . �11�

The calculated growth t� results from a sum of fluxes
passing through gaps to the right of an even pillar-boundary
p=2n and to the left of an odd pillar-boundary p=2n+1:

t��x,y� = T�
n

C��2n+1�x,y�� − C��2n�x,y�� , �12�

where T=0.6 �m is the unobscured lattice thickness of the
left �right� superlattice. In Fig. 4, the t��x� calculations are
indicated with black and gray lines for cleave A �y=d1�, B
�y=d1+d2�, and C �y=d1+d2+d3�, showing good agreement
given that there are no fit parameters. The approximately
millimeter width of the transitional penumbra region could
be significantly reduced by proportionally reducing the ra-
dius R of the source flux. For example, a 1 mm source radius
would give �100 �m wide transitional penumbra.

Finally, we should comment on a practical issue which
enables the application of this technique for the fabrication
of high quality structures. One important issue is that layer
growth at a fixed sample angle � normally causes thickness
variations across the width of the sample.7 However, layers
or layer sequences, where this issue would be problematic,
can be grown alternately at angles �=�source+90° and
�=�source−90° for each half of the layer sequence. The
thickness variation therefore averages to zero over the wafer.
It is also worth noting that we have used this technique to
fabricate structures where only the doping layer is shadow
modulated, and that we have achieved n- and p-type contacts
to different regions of the same wafer in a single growth.
During the growth of the doped structure, a second As flux
source used during the doping layer can sit opposite the Si
source, therefore, As flux is not obscured by the pillars when
the Si flux is shadowed.

In conclusion, we demonstrated a vertical pillar shadow
epitaxy technique, which allows us to grow complex shad-
owed heterostructures in a single epitaxial growth by choos-
ing different substrate angle positions for different material
layers. The experimental and theoretical calculations of
shadow angles, lengths, and thicknesses show good agree-
ment. A penumbra model of the layer thickness is developed
and suggests that sharper features would be achievable with
smaller source areas.
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FIG. 4. The experimental superlattice thickness t �triangles� and model cal-
culation t� �lines� for 2 mm wide pillars as seen on the �a� for cleaved facet
A, �b� for cleaved facet B, and �c� for cleaved facet C. Gray corresponds to
the right-shadowed and black to the left-shadowed superlattice.
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